Paid Internship, Research Services
The Graduate Management Admission Council® (GMAC®) is the leader in the discovery and evaluation
of talent—through assessments—for programs of study in management and business education. Our
primary service, the Graduate Management Admission Test® (GMAT®), is an invaluable tool used by
graduate management programs around the world to aid the admissions process.
By virtue of our vision and mission, we place a high value on providing learning opportunities to
motivated students who are committed to academic and professional excellence.
GMAC is looking for an intern to support the Research Services team. The Research Services
department directly addresses GMAC’s mission by systematically identifying issues, gathering
information and supporting data, providing mission-critical syntheses, and conducting basic and applied
research to better the quality and use of current and potential GMAC® products and services.
The key responsibilities of this role will be to:
1. Help GMAC find new data tools. Catalog open source data visualization software modules for
GMAC to use in the future to showcase research results.
2. Sort through GMAC’s existing research reports to identify interesting data and make visually
stunning infographics/interactive reports.
3. Identify external data sources that complement GMAC data to enhance storytelling opportunities.
This position will allow a student to gain experience working with complex data sets, create visually
attractive research output, and build a personal portfolio of data visualization work.
Education level:
•

Undergraduate or graduate student majoring in statistics or a related field with a focus on data
visualization

Minimum Requirements (Skills/Experience):
•
•
•

Statistical analysis and programming, preferably with the R statistical software packages
Data visualization with open source software applications
Strong written and oral communication skills

GMAC® values its highly engaged team and offers the ideal climate for innovative, motivated, and
proactive individuals with diverse backgrounds.
As a global organization, we understand and appreciate the benefits of myriad cultural
perspectives. GMAC is wholly committed to recruiting, developing, and retaining a diverse group of
talented people, and providing equal employment opportunities to all employees and applicants without
regard to race, color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, or other protected criteria, in
accordance with applicable law.
If you are interested in this opportunity and meet the minimum requirements of the role, please email a
resume to careers@gmac.com.

